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GETTING STARTED AS A TEACHER
First register as a techer here:
https://app.reactored.com

Fill in the required fields and
click the register -button.

Note! Only one email
address per user.

After registering, join your organization by clicking
JOIN. In the required field, write down the teacher
code that you have received by email.
Each teacher joins the organization with the same
code which is sent by email after ordering the
product.

LANGUAGE OPTIONS &
TEACHER/STUDENT MODE

The language pair (source language -> target language) has to be
selected each time after the login. You can later change the language
pair in the profile panel. Also eg. English-English language pair can be
selected if you teach English as a second language.

Teachers can change the view between
teacher and student.
Teacher view is for creating material,
managing the groups and following student
progression.
Student mode is for viewing what the
student can see and for testing the lessons.

CREATING A STUDY GROUP
You can create a group for you and your students by clicking the
create group -button, which is found under the GROUPS tab. Fill in
the name and description for the group and add a picture.

It’s a good idea to have the study groups
named similar than you’d name you
class rooms.

Now you can create codes for the learners to join the group. No
registration is needed when using the code. Choose the amount of
codes and click add. Unique codes will then appear in the right hand
side. Finally, click the update button.

Click the eye-icon
in order to see the
codes. Copy the
codes and share
them to your
learners.

As the student joins the organization with the code, she or he is asked to
create a username and to write his first and last name (obligatory). The
teacher can later modify each learner’s name for themselves in order to
recognize them.

GROUP INVITATION
If the student already has a Reactored user account but has not joined
the school organization, you can invite him/her by creating an invitation
code.
Create group invitation and click select. Create an invitation code
(minimum 6 characters) Add validity time and maximum user amount.
Press save.

Note! One can manually
add registered users and
teachers (within the same
organization) to the group
in the group settings.
However this is not
preferred way.

CREATING AND SHARING MATERIAL
In order to share material for your group, start from the Create
material tab. Press New course folder and fill in the information.
Remember to check the correct language pair before starting!

Here you can
find the
ready-made
materials.

Click the course folder
to modify and share
the course.

The easiest way to add some content in your course folder is to use
the ready-made materials. All the content that has been set as public
are made by language teachers. Click copy study set in the upper
right corner.

In the copy study sets -view you can filter the lessons by keywords,
organization, level, difficulty and education level. Choose the proper
search criteria from the drop-down menu and click search.

You can see
the content of
the course by
moving the
mouse on the
study set box.

To copy the study
set, first activate
the set by clicking
it and then copy it
with the
copy-button.

The copied items are not automatically visible to your students. It is
possible to watch and modify the study set by clicking it. When you
are ready to share the set to your students, press the visible button in
the modification mode. You can set the course public by clicking
public.
Courses can be set
visible also in this view.
Also the copied lessons are
automatically named after the
original lesson name and the
copy -end. You can rename it
by clicking the three dots in
the upper right corner and by
pressing edit.

An easy way to create material is to transform world lists into tasks with
the Task generator. Click New lesson -button and fill in the required
information.

After creating a new lesson, click the Task Generator in the upper right
corner in order to paste in some word lists or articles.

Click the List-button and paste the word or phrase
list to the field. Choose the type in the menu and
choose the punctuation mark. Finally, click create
tasks.

You can also add a ready text, and the
generator will separate the words into word
and phrase tasks.

After the system has created the tasks, mark those items you want
to include in the task by marking them. Finally, click Save.

At this point, you can still change the source and
target languages the other way round.

When you produce tasks from the
scratch, use the various task types
Reactored offers! Start by creating a
new task, fill in the information
required and then click add a new
task.

Edit and add tasks in
the edit mode.
Change the order of
the tasks by
dragging.

Fill in the questions and answers in the fields. Click add for creating
new tasks.
Click here to add
a picture.

Click “?” for translation
suggestion

Activate and de-activate
the reader voice by clicking
SOUNDS.

Click here to
add some
text.
You can add and remove
answer options in the multiple
choice task. Remember to
mark the correct answer!

Add a Youtube video for a video task
by clicking the video icon. Paste the
URL-address in the field.

Productive task opens many kind of options; you add any kind of media
and the learner can listen, read or watch first the assignment part and
then answer by either speaking, writing or choosing from the options. Use
the settings for determining the wanted answering style.

You can add a context or a story for the lessons. Click text and add
a story. You may also add a voice file or record something yourself.

The gap task can be created by one
sentence or chapter at a time. Copy
the text in the field and click save.
After this you can determine the gaps
by clicking the words. After creating
the gap you can add some hints/tips
in it. They will appear next to the gap.
Add some wrong answers to create a
multiple choice task.
The students can practice by either
choosing or writing. In the latter, they
get support from the Reactored
spelling assistant.

When adding the options,
remember to mark which one
is the correct answer.

In every task type, it is possible to add some theory or tips under the
theory button.

To share the courses for your group, click the groups tab. Click the group
card and choose ADD COURSE. This opens the course selection view
where you can find your own courses and courses that are in public
share.

The courses that
are shared for
your group are
visible here.
If you choose the
restricted content,
students will only see
the material that is
shared particularly to
them.

MONITORING THE STUDENT PROGRESS
You can follow the students’ progress in the ASSESSMENT -tab. You can
see which of the lessons you shared are accomplished, how many
times they have practised, which learning style they used and how
many times they succeeded.
Click more information to change the
information view.
Adjust this
switch to
determine the
level for
passing the
lesson.

In order to test the students, you can transform the lessons into
exams. Exams can also be created from scratch.

You can preview
the exam before
publishing it.

Click the three dots in the upper
corner of the lesson card for
modifying the lesson. Click make
this study set an exam. After this
you can modify the name and
content of it.

You recognize the exams from the white background. Remember to set
it visible for the students. Even though it is visible, students can only run
the test after it has been published.

Publish the exam by opening it from the three dots and then click
publish. Then select a group you want to assign it to. Set schedule for
the test.
After the exam is kept, see the results in the ASSESSMENT tab. Choose
the exam and give points to the unique wrong answers.

Reactored will review the wrong
answers and empty answers for
you. You can see the wrong answers
in the right. Note! The system only
shows the unique wrong answers!
Same kind of answers are
automatically reviewed. If you run
the same exam for another group,
Reactored remembers the scoring
you previously gave and all you
need to do is to correct the new,
unique mistakes.

Click the i
-symbol to see
the previous
scores for the
same answer.

GET STARTED AS A STUDENT
The student starts with
the code she received
from the teacher. Login
address:

https://app.reactored.co
m

After the first login, the student can see the lessons that are in public
share. He can also see the courses you have shared to his group in the
COURSES tab.

Note! If you have chosen the restricted view when creating the group,
the students can only study the material you have shared to them
and not the public courses. Unless they are added to another group
that is not restricted.
Students who sign in with the code and are in restricted group can
not change the language pair.

ADMIN USER
Sign in as an admin user in the address: https://app.reactored.com.
Click the REACTORED button and fill in the admin information that
you received from the service provider.

The Admin user manages the teacher and the student information and
sees the sign-in codes for the teachers. Teachers use this code for
joining the organization and get access to the teacher features.
Click the eye to
see the codes.

The admin user can also manually add teachers into the organization,
if for some reason he is not able to send the code for her.

